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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2226560A2] It is the multi-burning system mountable to domestic gas cooking appliances used in houses and provides homogeneous
heating of cooker placed on it. This burning system provides homogeneous distribution of flame by burning so as ring with three or four levels. There
are one or two inner ring burning and one and two outer ring burning according to the burning system. The flow rate of gas is regulated by means
of a gas valve and thus the control of inner ring and outer ring are made. The burner systems used in currently used ovens or cookers sing burning
system is used. Totally three different burnings as small, medium and large are provided on oven or cooker in three different burner. Besides them
also burners those accommodates two or three burning systems inside them are started to be used. These burners those accommodate two types
of burning inside them are usually accommodate small and large burner inside of them simultaneously: These burners are separated as power
systems 2.5 kW, 3.6 Kw, 3.8 kW, 4.5kW and 5kW generally. But it is required to send air and gas mixture with correct ratio to the ports of the burner
by designing each of these burners separately in order to obtain this power.
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